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Table 2
Classification metrics before and after filtering out objects with low prediction confidence: number of particles before filtering
(n); percentage of data kept after filtering; precision, recall, and F1 score before and after filtering, and difference (after–before).
Improvements (positive differences) are bolded. Non-living groups are presented first, groups of biological interest second.

Class n %kept Precision Recall F1
Before After Diff Before After Diff Before After Diff

Dark aggregates 60164 6.5 77 95 19 50 7 �43 60 7 �54
Light aggregates 4 209 4.2 8 17 9 53 4 �49 14 4 �10
Fibres 8 055 6.9 46 85 38 56 7 �49 51 7 �44
Copepods 17459 22.4 54 88 34 72 22 �49 62 22 �39
Doliolids 30478 40.2 80 95 16 64 40 �24 71 40 �31
Fish larvae 802 23.2 12 80 67 62 23 �39 21 23 3
Trachymedusae 524 50.6 9 62 53 79 51 �29 16 51 35
Diatom chains 11015 28.6 75 97 22 72 29 �43 73 29 �45
Acantharian radiolarians 1 021 18.9 7 65 58 74 19 �55 14 19 5
Radiolarian colonies 4 367 16.7 24 94 70 62 17 �45 35 17 �18
Solitary radiolarians 13049 65.7 68 88 19 89 66 �23 77 66 �12
Shrimps 213 52.6 51 89 38 74 53 �21 60 53 �7

3.2. Comparison of size spectra in the reference and predicted datasets

In most classes, the size distribution of objects in the automatically predicted dataset and in
the reference dataset was closely related (Fig. 2). However, in three groups (fish larvae, radiolarian
colonies, and shrimps), the shape of the spectrum was conserved but the occurrence of small objects
was under-estimated. In particular, the mode of the spectrum (i.e. the most frequent size class) was
larger by 1.3 mm for fish larvae in the predicted dataset compared to the reference dataset, by 6 mm
for radiolarian colonies and by 2.8 mm for shrimps (Fig. 2).

3.3. Distribution of plankton with respect to the front

The automatically predicted and filtered spatial distributions of most taxa and particles were
significantly correlated with the reference distributions in 20 of the 22 groups at the p < 0.001 level
(Table 3; Fig. 3). Correlation coefficients were also very high (seven classes with r > 0.7, and eight
additional classes with r > 0.5). The only two exceptions are fish larvae and shrimps in the day
transect, both of which were very rare.

At the chosen 99%-precision filtering level, somany images of fish larvae and fibres were discarded
that the resulting spatial distributions were very sparse (14.9% and 8.5% of images left, respectively;
Fig. 4). Such sparse distributions would clearly not be interpreted ecologically, given how little data
are left and how much is discarded. So, information is lost but at least no wrong conclusions would
be drawn. In addition, even in those cases, the locations of the maximum concentration zones were
properly captured in the predicted dataset; there were just too few objects to represent the finer
patterns (Fig. 4).

The reference spatial distributions showed that most taxa were strongly influenced by the frontal
zone: fish larvae, Acantharian radiolarians and doliolids were constrained on the coastal side of the
front, copepods were also more concentrated towards the coast and in the upper layers of the water
column, while diatom chains were more abundant in the deep, offshore zones (Fig. 3, left column).
The high spatial resolution of the data allowed us to detect smaller scale patterns such as a region of
slightly lower concentrations of copepods and solitary radiolarians at the front (around 30 m depth
for copepods and 50 m depth for radiolarians; Fig. 3). Solitary radiolarians also occurred in shallower
water in the offshore zone compared to the coastal zone (Fig. 3) and precisely followed the DCM (not
mapped). All these patterns, from the contrasts between taxa to the fine-scale low concentration
regions at the front, could also be well detected on the predicted data (Fig. 3, right column). The
ecological interpretations in terms of the distribution relative to the frontal zone would be the same.

The relationships between the abundance of biological taxa and various environmental variables
(salinity, temperature, chlorophyll a fluorescence, oxygen concentration) were very similar in the
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Fig. 3. Examples of some spatial distributions in the predicted dataset (right) that are well correlated with the reference
dataset (left). From top to bottom: copepods, doliolids, diatom chains and solitary radiolarians, all during the night transect. The
x-axis is the distance from the coast (coastal side on the left, offshore side on the right). The area of the dots is proportional
to the concentration, scaled to a maximum of 1 per taxon in each dataset, to ease comparison of patterns; the legend shows
five examples but scaling is continuous. Grey lines are the 38.2 and 38.3 isohalines that delineate the frontal region. Ellipses
highlight regions of lower concentration located in the frontal zone.

distributions were statistically different (Table 4, column ‘‘Depth (m)’’ and Fig. 4). Similarly, an
analysis of diel vertical migration patterns would reach very similar conclusions on the reference and
on the predicted dataset. When a significant diel vertical migration was detected in the reference
dataset, it was also significant in the predicted one (Table 5). Conversely, radiolarian colonies and
Acantharian radiolarians do not appear to verticallymigrate and this conclusionwas also reachedwith
the predicted dataset. The range of downward migration of Trachymedusae, solitary radiolarians and
doliolids was also very comparable between the datasets; the same was true, to a lesser extent, for
calanoid copepods (Table 5, Fig. 6). However, the verticalmigration of fish larvaewas poorly predicted,
with a bias towards the surface at night that was much greater than in reality (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4. Examples of poorly predicted spatial distributions (right) compared to the reference distributions (left). From top to
bottom: fibres at night, then during the day and fish larvae during the day. Same conventions as Fig. 3.

Table 5
Comparison of the resolution of diel vertical migration patterns in the reference and predicted datasets. Reported for each
dataset are: (i) the statistic (K ) of the Solow–Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing day and night (bold when the test is
significant), which quantifies the overall difference in distribution, and (ii) the difference between the depth centre of mass
at night and during the day, a proxy for the migration range (night–day; negative means upward migration at night).

Solow–K–S day–night (K ) Migration range (m)
Reference Predicted Reference Predicted

Copepods 4.10 2.86 �15.3 �10.3
Doliolids 1.16 1.14 �2.1 �1.7
Fish larvae 1.88 1.72 �15.8 �41.4
Trachymedusae 1.72 2.07 �15.4 �16.8
Diatom chains 2.53 2.25 �6.8 �4.7
Acantharian radiolarians 0.99 1.15 �3.0 �2.9
Radiolarian colonies 0.50 0.67 �0.4 �1.9
Solitary radiolarians 3.04 2.75 �5.8 �5.0
Shrimps 0.83 0.81 5.4 9.6

4. Discussion

The method presented here aimed at bypassing the manual validation of predicted identifications
by discarding objects classified with low confidence, hence improving precision (but decreasing
recall). The precision increase (+37% on average) was counter-balanced by a recall decrease (�39%
on average), but overall classification accuracy using this method increased by 16%.

The quality and resolution of imagesmay influence themaximum taxonomic resolution achievable
by any automatic classificationmethod. Studies based on high quality laboratory imagery of plankton

6.9%

6.9%

23.2%
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Fig. 2. Per-class size spectra in the reference (solid lines) and automatically predicted and filtered (dotted lines) datasets.
Probability density distributions of sizes were scaled between 0 and 1 to focus attention on the shapes of the distribution
rather than the differences in the number of objects between the two datasets. The minimum size of objects considered was
250 pixels in area, resulting in �920 µm in major axis.

reference and predicted datasets. In fact, in 69 of the 80 relationships that could be modelled with
GLMs, the slopes were not significantly different between the two datasets. For example, copepods
were more abundant in fresher waters (Fig. 5), which were found on the coastal side of the front.
The relationships with chlorophyll a fluorescence highlighted the association of diatom chains and
solitary radiolarians with the DCM. Finally, doliolids were vastly more abundant in warmer, surface
waters (Fig. 5). All these conclusions would be reached with the predicted dataset, which suggests
that it could be used to explore and define the habitat preference of various organisms.

3.4. Day and night vertical distributions

In 8 of 12 groups, the predicted and reference vertical distributions were slightly but significantly
different (Solow–Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p < 0.05; Table 4). The four groups in which
the distributions were not statistically different were doliolids, Acantharian radiolarians, colonial
radiolarians and shrimps, although the lack of significant difference in the latter group was probably
due to their low overall numbers.

For many groups, except trachymedusae and fish larvae, ecological conclusions regarding depth
spread and preferendum would be the same in the reference and predicted dataset, even when
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Fig. 5. Examples of the influence of environmental variables on the distribution and concentration of several taxa for the
reference dataset (black) and automatically predicted and filtered dataset (red). The lines are the fitted values of GLMs with a
Poisson distribution of the residuals. The slopes of the GLM based on the predicted dataset are not significantly different from
the ones based on the reference dataset (ANOVA, all p > 0.05). Concentration is standardised between groups based on the
maximum concentration per taxa and per dataset. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Examples of vertical distribution during the day (left side) and at night (right side, shaded) as depicted in the reference
dataset (solid) and in the predicted and filtered dataset (dashed). The significant levels of the comparisons between reference
and predicted distributions are indicated for both day and night (NS: not significant; *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001).
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